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This letter presents a possible solution for the Tunguska event of June
30th, 1908. The solution, obtained starting from seismic data and im-
proving fragmentation models, strengthen the asteroidal hypotesis for the
Tunguska cosmic body. An improvement of fragmentation models is also
proposed in order to reduce inconsistencies with observational evidences.
Submitted to Astronomy and Astrophysics
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1 Introduction
On June 30th, 1908, something exploded over Tunguska, in Central Siberia.
During the last ninety years this powerful explosion has inspired a plethora of
scientic works. However there are open questions yet and several inconsisten-
cies among theories and available data (for a review see Vasilyev [21]).
Shock waves caused by the explosion were recorded by seismographs in sev-
eral cities. Ben{Menahem ([1]) made a detailed analysis of seismic records and
found out an explosive energy of 12:5 2:5 Mton. He also discovered that the
source is consistent with an airburst at height 8.5 km.
In a previous letter Foschini ([9]) used seismic data only to characterize the
Lugo bolide, obtaining a good t. We want now to use that method to analyze
the Tunguska event. For seismic analysis we refer to that of Ben{Menahem
([1]), that is the best available up to now.
2 Actual models
Several mathematical models were developed in order to t all the available
data (e.g. Chyba et al. [7], Grigorian [10], Hills and Goda [11], Lyne et al.
[16]) and it should be noted that they contributed to improve our knowledge
of the atmospheric disruption of meteoroids. They usually considered that the
fragmentation processes begin when aerodynamic pressure is equal to the me-
chanical strength S of the cosmic body. Knowing the airburst height, we have











where sl is the atmospheric density at the sea level [kg/m
3], h is the height of
rst fragmentation [km] and H is the atmospheric scale height (about 8 km).
From Ben{Menahem’s analysis we infer that there was a single explosion; there
is no evidence of multiple explosions, as it should occur during multiple frag-
mentation (Ben{Menahem [1]). Thus Eq. (1) can be used if one assumes that
the rst fragmentation corresponded to the airburst (h = 8:5 km).
For dierent types of cosmic body we can infer the Table 1. Values for S are
taken from Hills and Goda ([11]).
Table 1: Tunguska Cosmic Body speed inferred from actual models
Body Type S [Pa] V [km/s]
Comet 1  106 1:5
Carbonaceous Chondrite 1  107 4:7
Stone 5  107 10:6
Iron 2  108 21:2
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We see that the only reliable solution is that of an iron body. But the iron
body hypotesis is not consistent with recent microremnants recovery of a stony
object (Longo et al. [15], Serra et al. [19]).
Other solutions give too low speeds: we would like to remind that large
meteoroids undergo a limited mass loss during the atmospheric path before
exploding. Therefore the speed before the explosion is very close to the orbital
one, that must be greater than the Earth’s escape speed (11:2 km/s). For a
stony object we have a speed that, taking into account experimental errors, can
be considered somehow useful. However, we do not nd sucient informations
for a quantitative error analysis and we prefer to make no hypotesis on errors.
Moreover, Ceplecha ([5]) had already underlined that meteoroids break at
dynamic pressures which are much lower than their mechanical strength, so
Eq. (1) may fail sometimes. For the Lugo bolide, this problem was overcome
by means of the hypotesis of a meteoroid with internal voids (Foschini [9]).
Nevertheless, this hypotesis cannot be useful for Tunguska. We have to search
the possible solution elsewhere.
3 Hypersonic flow
Before going on, we will summarize something about the hypersonic flow. When
a large meteoroid/small asteroid enters the Earth’s atmosphere, it has a speed
in the range 12 72 km/s, hence it moves at hypersonic speed (i.e. with Mach
number greater than about 5). We are now analyzing the dynamics of a mete-
oroid, whose dimensions are sucient to reach the lower atmosphere, so we can
treat the fluid as a continuum. In what follows we will use the knowledge about
hypersonic aerodynamics in order to understand meteoroid airbursts. We refer
to the works by Shapiro ([20]), Landau and Lifshitz ([14]), and Holman ([12]).
It is worth to note that for large Mach numbers the linearized equations for
the speed potential are not valid, so we can not use laws for supersonic speeds.
In hypersonic flow, Mach waves and oblique shock waves make extremely small
angles with the direction of the flow, of the order of the ratio between body
thickness and length, and thus tend to follow the surface of the body. Under
these conditions, the atmospheric path of a large meteoroid can be seen as a
long cylinder, generating pressure waves that can be detected as infrasonic sound
(e.g. Cumming [8], ReVelle [17]).
The small angle of Mach and oblique shock waves gives also rise to the
concept of hypersonic boundary layer near the surface. In front of the meteoroid
there is a bow shock, that envelopes the body. The shock is stronger on the
simmetry axis, because in this point it is normal to the stream. Thereafter, we
nd a zone where molecular dissociation is the main process and close to the
body surface, we nd the boundary layer, where viscous eects are dominant. As
the air flows toward the rear of the meteoroid, it is recalled to the axis, just like
in a Prandtl{Meyer expansion. A rotation of the stream in the sense opposite
to that of the motion is consequent (rectication); this creates an oblique shock
wave, which is called wake shock. Since the pressure rise across the bow shock
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is huge when compared with the pressure decrease across the Prandtl{Meyer
expansion, we can assume, as reasonable approximation, that there is a vacuum
in the rear of the meteoroid. For images of a hypersonic flow we refer to Chapter
19, Volume 2, of Shapiro ([20]).
Actual theories consider, as reference, the stagnation pressure only (e.g.
Hills and Goda [11]), although, as just shown, we have to take into account the
heat transfer and generation as well together with pressure. The necessity of a
radiation{hydrodynamical coupled model was also underlined by Borovicka et
al. ([2], [3]) after a detailed analysis of theories and observations for the Benesov
bolide.
The fluid temperature increases in the boundary layer, because the speed
must decrease to zero at the meteoroid surface; moreover there are heating
eects due to viscous dissipation. There are also regions (see Prandtl{Meyer
expansion) in which we have the vacuum or an approximation of it. This means
that the heat transfer is strongly reduced and contributes to the increasing body
temperature. If the generation of heat increases so quickly that the loss of heat
may be inadequate to achieve an equilibrium state, we have a thermal explosion.
This explosion generates pressure waves that can be detected on the ground by
seismographs.
Let us now consider the heating due to the conversion of kinetic energy of
the flow to thermal energy, when the gas is brought to rest (boundary layer).
This process can be described in terms of steady flow energy for an adiabatic
process:




where h0 and h1 are, respectively, stagnation and free stream enthalpy of the
fluid, and V1 is the free stream speed. We stress the reciprocity in the choiche of
the reference frame: if we consider a frame centered on the body, consequentely
the fluid will move; on the contrary, if we consider a frame centered on the body,
the body will move. We can rewrite Eq. (2) in terms of temperature:




where cp is the specic heat at constant pressure. During the atmospheric path,
being the Mach number very large, the speed is close to the maximum value
corresponding to the stagnation temperature. Changes in stream properties are
mainly due to changes in stagnation temperature, that is a direct measure of the
amount of heat transfer. We can write a rst rule in order to have an airbusrt:




This equation means that when the stagnation temperature variation be-
tween two instants, exceeds the ratio between the heat of reaction per unit
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mass of the compound and the specic heat at constant pressure, we can have
a thermal explosion.
But Eq (4) is useless, because we have to know the chemical composition
and the structure of the cosmic body, that is generally unknown. However, we







where γ is the ratio of specic heats. By means of the state equation for a perfect








Combining Eq. (1) with Eq. (6) we obtain a new formula to evaluate the













For γ we can use a value of 1:7, coming from experimental studies on plasma
developed in hypervelocity impacts (Kadono and Fujiwara [13]). Comparing
Eq. (7) to Eq. (1), we see a multiplicative factor of about 2:18. This means that
a speed about twice the previous calculated is needed to break the meteoroid.
4 A new analysis for Tunguska event
We calculate another table by means of Eq. (7) for dierent types of cosmic
body:
Table 2: Tunguska Cosmic Body speed inferred from improved model
Body Type S [Pa] V [km/s]
Comet 1  106 3:3
Carbonaceous Chondrite 1  107 10:3
Stone 5  107 23:0
Iron 2  108 46:1
We now see that the stone solution seems to be the better one: the carbona-
ceous chondrite is a bit low; the iron body speed is too high. This is consistent
with results obtained from a detailed analysis of several hundreds of meteors
carried out by Ceplecha and McCrosky ([6]) and Ceplecha ([4]): they found that
a height around 10 km is typical for stony objects.
We can now calculate other data for Tunguska, solving deceleration and
height loss equations, and luminous equation, according to the procedure de-
scribed in Foschini ([9]). Results are summarized in Table 3. Some details
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follow: (i) the luminous eciency is assumed to be  = 5%; (ii) the diameter of
the object is calculated assuming a spherical shape and a density of 3500 kg/m3,
that is typical for a stony object.
Table 3: Summary on the properties of the Tunguska Cosmic Body
Apparition time (UT)a 1908 06 30 00:14:28
Latitude of airbursta 60550 N
Longitude of airbursta 101570 E
Airburst heighta 8:5 km
Explosion Energya 12:5 Mton
Mass 2  108 kg
Diameter 48 m





b Over the horizon.
c Clockwise from North.
Comparing these results with others (for a review see Vasilyev [21]), we note
a good agreement with the collected data, except for the trajectory inclination
over the horizon. We have obtained a value of about 3, while Vasilyev ([21])
wrote that the most probable angle might be about 15. However, he also noted
the possibility of a good aerodynamic shape of the Tunguska Cosmic Body, that
can improve the inclination angle. In our case, we have neglected the body lift,
according to Chyba et al. ([7]).
Among authors quoted by Vasilyev ([21]), Sekanina only speaks of an angle
lower than 5. Moreover, it is just Sekanina ([18]) that strongly supports the
thesis of asteroidal origin of the Tunguska Cosmic Body. Our analysis strengthen
Sekanina’s thesis.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown an analysis of the aerodynamics of the Tunguska
Cosmic Body, that strengthen the hypotesis of an asteroidal origin. We started
from seismic data obtained by Ben{Menahem ([1]) and improved the relation-
ship among object speed, its mechanical strength and the airburst height. Our
conclusions are that the Tunguska Cosmic Body appear to be a stony asteroid,
with a diameter of about 50 m.
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